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We report an additional reversal mechanism of magnetic vortex cores in nanodot elements driven by

currents flowing perpendicular to the sample plane, occurring via dynamic transformations between two

coupled edge solitons and bulk vortex solitons. This mechanism differs completely from the well-known

switching process mediated by the creation and annihilation of vortex-antivortex pairs in terms of the

associated topological solitons, energies, and spin-wave emissions. Strongly localized out-of-plane

gyrotropic fields induced by the fast motion of the coupled edge solitons enable a magnetization dip

that plays a crucial role in the formation of the reversed core magnetization. This work provides a

deeper physical insight into the dynamic transformations of magnetic topological solitons in

nanoelements.
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Nontrivial inhomogeneous magnetization configura-
tions in the restricted geometries of micrometer-size (or
smaller) magnetic elements play crucial roles in the mag-
netization dynamics occurring on scales of a few tens of
picoseconds [1–5]. Such dynamics have attracted growing
interest for their potential applications to future data stor-
age [6–8] and processing devices [9,10]. For example,
domain wall motion can be described in terms of the
dynamics of various types of magnetic topological soli-
tons, i.e., transverse, vortex, and antivortex walls, via the
sequential processes of the creation, propagation, and an-
nihilation of them [3,4] in the Walker breakdown regime in
magnetic nanostrips or simple motions of single solitons
without any transformation of their internal structures [5].
Also, a single magnetic vortex in nanodots can be trans-
formed into a new vortex with its core orientation opposite
to the original core orientation via the serial processes of
the creation and subsequent annihilation of vortex-
antivortex (VAV) pairs, with the help of vortex-core (VC)
gyration motions [11–17].

Furthermore, it has been reported that VC reversals can
take place, possibly avoiding VC motions, under a specific
condition of an intended immobile VC [18], by application
of strong pulse fields perpendicular to the sample plane
[19], or through a thermal excitation [20]. Regardless of
the particular conditions and types of driving forces, the
common reversal mechanism found thus far is the dynamic
process of VAV-pair creation followed immediately by the
annihilation of the newly created antivortex and the origi-
nal vortex inside the nanoelements. Such core reversals are
always accompanied by an exchange energy explosion and
subsequent spin-wave emissions phenomena.

In this Letter, we report a novel VC reversal mechanism
driven by currents flowing perpendicular to the sample
plane, which occurs through the creation of two coupled
edge solitons of half-integer winding number topological

charge, not followed by exchange energy explosion and
spin-wave emission phenomena. The physical origin of the
edge-soliton-mediated VC reversals are also addressed.
Our approach in this study was to use micromagnetic

numerical simulation, owing to its sufficient spatial and
temporal resolutions and reliable resulting outputs for the
given model’s dimensional scales. We employed a model
system constituting free-standing permalloy (Py, Ni80Fe20)
[21] thin-film disks of 2R ¼ 200 nm diameter and
L ¼ 7 nm thickness [Fig. 1(a)]. For vortex excitations up
to its core switching, we used out-of-plane dc currents
applied in the þz direction (designated as ip ¼ þ1) and

a perpendicular polarizer of the spin-polarization direction
m̂P ¼ Spolẑ with Spol ¼ �1. Such current flows produce

two different effects: spin transfer torque (STT), and in-
plane circumferential Oersted field (OH) around the given
current pass [22,23]. We took into account both effects in
all the simulations. The OOMMF code (version 1.2a4) used
[24] incorporates the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic illustration of model system.
(a) Free-standing Py disk of indicated dimensions. (b) Spatial
distribution of strength of OHs induced by current flow of the
indicated density j0. The wide arrow and color-coded bar in-
dicate the in-plane rotation sense (here, CCW for ip ¼ þ1) and

the strength, respectively.
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[25] and an additional STT term [26]: dM=dt ¼ ��0M�
Heff þ �=jMj½M� ðM�HeffÞ� þ TSTT, where �0 ¼
�=ð1þ�2Þ with the phenomenological damping constant
�, the gyromagnetic ratio �, and the effective field Heff .
The STT is given by TSTT ¼ ðaSTT=jMjÞM� ðM� m̂PÞ
with aSTT ¼ 1

2� h�Pj0=ð�02eMsLÞ, where h is the

Planck’s constant, j0 the current density, �0 the vacuum
permeability, e the electron charge, Ms the saturation
magnetization, and the degree of spin polarization, here
P ¼ 0:7 [14]. We assumed that in the current-perpendicu-
lar-to-plane geometry, currents flow uniformly through the
entire Py disk [see Fig. 1(b)]. The initial ground state [27]
of a magnetic vortex is the upward core magnetization,
corresponding to the polarization p ¼ þ1 and the counter-
clockwise (CCW) in-plane curling magnetization, chirality
C¼þ1. The other parameters applied were as follows:
� ¼ 0:01, � ¼ 2:21� 105 m=As, and unit cell size,
2� 2� 7 nm3.

Figure 2 shows the results of the numerical simulations.
According to the current density j0, the observed dynamic
behaviors were very distinct. We observed stationary VC
gyrations [28–30] with the CCW rotation sense in a range
of 1:15� 106 � j0 (A=cm2) <1:6� 106, notably, persis-
tently rotating motions of two coupled edge solitons within
the range of 1:6� 106 � j0 (A=cm

2)<2:4� 106, and VC
reversals in a higher current density regime, here 2:4�
106 � j0 (A=cm

2) <1:8� 108. In the dynamic regime of
the motion of the coupled edge solitons, hitherto unknown,
the initial VC gyrates with a continuously increasing orbit
radius, and when it reaches the disk boundary, it is then
transformed into a quasiuniform magnetization structure in
a C-like deformation state. This transient process results in
the two coupled edge solitons that rotate constantly in the
same CCW sense as that of the initial upward core, as
evidenced by the corresponding solitons’ trajectory at j0 ¼
2:0� 106 A=cm2 (Fig. 2, middle). In the range of 2:4�
106 � j0 (A=cm2) <1:5� 108, however, the persistent

rotation motion of the edge-soliton pair observed in the
range of 1:6� 106 � j0 (A=cm

2) <2:4� 106 is no longer
stable, but this pair is transformed into the downward VC,
p ¼ �1 (Fig. 2, right). Once the reversed core (p ¼ �1) is
formed, it experiences a damped gyration with decreasing
orbit radius in the clockwise (CW) rotation sense. Finally,
the VC reversal is completed through the creation and
annihilation of the edge-soliton pair, rather than the well-
known VAV-pair-mediated mechanism reported in
Refs. [11–17].
In order to elucidate the edge-soliton-mediated reversal

dynamics, we studied the details of the transformation
subprocesses from the standpoint of topological solitons,
as shown in Fig. 3. The edge-soliton-mediated mechanism
consists of three distinct processes: (1) annihilation of the
original single vortex, once it reaches the disk boundary via
core gyration, (2) formation of two coupled edge solitons,
and (3) creation of a reversed core vortex through fusion of
the coupled edge solitons. The transition from process 1 to
process 2 is spontaneous, as evidenced by no energy barrier
to the annihilation of the initial VC when it reaches the
edge boundary (see comparison of energy plots in Fig. 3).
By contrast, the transition from process 2 to process 3 is not
spontaneous, as evidenced by the emergence of the

FIG. 2 (color online). Representative distinct vortex excita-
tions driven by out-of-plane dc currents in different regions of
j0. For each region we chose j0 ¼ 1:5 (a), 2.0 (b), and 3:0�
106 A=cm2 (c), respectively. Top of each j0: snapshot perspec-
tive images of temporal evolution of vortex dynamics. The
height of the surface indicates the out-of-plane components of
the local magnetizations, and the streamlines with arrows in-
dicate the in-plane components. Bottom of each: trajectories of
in-plane motions of upward (red) VC and its reversed downward
(blue) core, or coupled edge solitons (purple).

FIG. 3 (color online). Comparison of two different dynamic
behaviors associated with two coupled edge solitons: (a) in-plane
persistent rotation of two edge solitons at disk boundary and
(b) transformation to VC of reversed orientation. The color
coding indicates the out-of-plane components of the local mag-
netizations, while the streamlines with arrows indicate the in-
plane components. The dotted red arrows represent the direc-
tions of the motion of the coupled edge solitons. The right
column shows the exchange (Eex), demagnetization (Ede) ener-
gies and their sum (Etot), and velocity (�) variations, where the
vertical lines are drawn at the indicated times shown in the
corresponding snapshot images (left). The orange horizontal
lines represent the value of � ¼ 350 m=s.
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stationary motion of the coupled edge solitons along the
disk edge within a broad range of 1:6� 106 A=cm2 �
j0 < 2:4� 106 A=cm2, and by the fact that the coupled
edge solitons in their persistent motion are transformed
into the vortex of the reversed core only with further
increase in j0. This reveals that the edge-soliton pair
must overcome an exchange energy barrier for the forma-
tion of the reversed VC inside the disk. In this case, an
exchange energy explosion and resultant spin-wave emis-
sions typically found in the VAV-mediated core reversals
disappear and rather the demagnetization energy of the two
edge solitons rapidly decreases when the reversed VC
starts to form inside the disk.

From the two-dimensional (2D) topological perspective
[2,31], the dynamic transformation from a single vortex to
a coupled edge-soliton state (and vice versa) occurs while
conserving the total winding number (n) topological
charge of the solitons involved in the process [2]. The
initial single vortex denoted as a bulk (n ¼ þ1) soliton
decomposes into two coupled edge (n ¼ þ1=2) solitons,
holding the total winding number, n ¼ þ1. However, an-
other topological charge, the Skyrmion number [32,33]
defined as q ¼ np=2 decays from the up core (q ¼
þ1=2) into two edge solitons (q ¼ 0). Subsequently, a
reversed down core (q ¼ �1=2) is created from the fusion
of the two q ¼ 0 edge solitons. In the well-known VAV-
mediated reversals, the total þ1 (or �1) Skyrmion charge
of the original upward (or downward) VC [q ¼ þ1=2 (or
�1=2)] and the newly created downward (or upward)
antivortex [q ¼ þ1=2 (or �1=2)] decays to 0 via their
annihilation, accompanied by spin-wave emissions
[12,33,34]. In contrast, in the edge-soliton mediated pro-
cess the exchange energy of the q ¼ þ1=2 Skyrmion,
rather than drastically dissipating through spin-wave emis-
sions as in the VAV-mediated reversals, converts to the
magnetostatic energy of the edge solitons (see Fig. 3,
plot of energies) in which process the magnetostatic energy
is converted back to the exchange energy of the reversed
VC. This is because the 0 Skyrmion number of the edge-
soliton pair has a strong magnetostatic energy due to
magnetic free poles at the disk edge boundary. It is worth
noting that the edge-soliton-mediated core reversals occur
because the original VC reaches the dot boundary prior to
attaining the critical velocity required for the VAV-pair-
mediated core reversals inside the disk. As revealed by the
velocities of the original VCs versus time (Fig. 3, right
column), this mechanism does not require the critical
velocity for core magnetization reversals.

Next, to elucidate the exact origin of the transformation
of a persistently rotating edge-soliton pair into a reversed
VC, we introduce the out-of-plane gyrotropic field hz that
plays a crucial role, as the physical origin of VAV-pair-
mediated reversals, in the formation of a dip where the
magnetization is strongly localized and opposite to the
original core magnetization [15]. The hz is expressed in

the form �1=ð�M2
s Þ½M� ðdM=dtÞ�z, as derived from the

time-derivative term of the LLG equation [35,36]. Then,
from the acquired numerical data obtained from further
micromagnetic simulations [37], we directly calculated
both the local hz (right) and the out-of-plane magnetization
mz (left) distributions for three representative values of j0,
as shown in Fig. 4(a). As can be seen, the mz and hz are
strongly concentrated locally between the two edge soli-
tons. The maximum hz value, indicated by the red spot, is
found there [Fig. 4(a), right, bottom]. Such concentrations
grow higher with larger current densities, and correspond-
ingly, the two edge solitons move closer together, inducing
largely concentrated in-plane curling magnetization dis-
tortion between them, and then a highly concentrated hz.
We also plotted the maxima of the hz and mz values

averaged over the steady motion of the edge-soliton pair as
a function of j0 up to the VC reversal. In this case, the
velocity of the edge solitons’ motion reaches a value,
531� 153 m=s, higher than the critical velocity (about
330� 37 m=s for Py) required for VAV-mediated core
reversals [15,16]. As seen in Fig. 4(b), as j0 increases,
the negative maxima of the hz and mz grow with the
velocity of the coupled edge-soliton motion. This is owed
to the fact that the dM=dt in the hz equation can be
expressed as �ð� � rÞM [15,35] for the motion of the
edge-soliton pair with velocity �; therefore, the hz is
proportional to � and the distortion of the in-plane

FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Spatial distributions of magnetiza-
tion deformation mz (left) and normal component of associated
out-of-plane gyrotropic field hz (right), for indicated j0 values, as
indicated by corresponding color codes. The streamlines with
arrows indicate the in-plane local magnetizations. (b) Plots of
magnetization dip mz;dip ¼ Mz;dip=Ms and minima of local hz as

functions of j0 along with the velocity of motion of coupled edge
solitons and associated energy variation. The vertical dotted line
indicates the boundary above which value VC reversals occur
through the two coupled edge solitons. Above j0 marked by the
dotted vertical line, each value was estimated at the time when
the reversed VC starts to gyrate with the characteristic damping
motion.
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magnetization, as shown in Fig. 4(a). With further in-
creases of j0, beyond the critical value (here j0;cri ¼ 2:4�
106 A=cm2), the strength of hz;min itself reaches a certain

critical value (hz;cri ¼ �2:1� 0:2 kOe), allowing for a

magnetization dip in the direction opposite to the original
core magnetization, which dip is necessary for the forma-
tion of the reversed core orientation, as reported in our
earlier studies [15,16,36]. In the range of 1:6� 106 �
j0ðA=cm2Þ< 2:4� 106, the strength of hz, however, is
not sufficient to create, from the dip, a new vortex with
its reversed core orientation, and thus, the rotating motion
of the edge-soliton pair is maintained.

Finally, we note that the STT and in-plane OH do not
directly cause the magnetization dip around the edge sol-
itons. Rather, the STT accelerates the rotating motion of
the edge solitons, inducing a strongly localized hz that
results in the formation of the magnetization dip, thereby
the creation of the reversed VC. Nonetheless, the OH plays
a major role in the determination of the in-plane curling
magnetization direction of the C-like configuration, as
found from further simulations excluding the OH effect.
We also note that the shape anisotropy of an elliptical disk
can affect the dynamic motion of edge-soliton pairs, but
does not contribute significantly to the switching mecha-
nism, as revealed from additional simulations.

To conclude, we discovered an additional reversal
mechanism of magnetic VCs in nanodisks driven by out-
of-plane currents. This reversal mechanism occurs through
dynamic transformations between two coupled half-integer
edge solitons and integer bulk vortex solitons. The mecha-
nism differs completely from the well-known VAV reversal
process in the types of the associated topological solitons,
energies, and spin-wave emissions. This work provides a
deeper insight into fundamentals of the dynamic trans-
formations of magnetic solitons of different topological
charges in nanoelements.
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